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Thank you 

Thank you for choosing Bellini Appliances.  
 

This product will carry a 24 month replacement warranty. 

For all warranty and technical queries please contact 

Australia 1300 373 199
New Zealand  0800 764 912
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Safety Instructions 

This manual explains the proper operations & instruction of your appliance, please read it

carefully before using even if you are familiar with the product. The manual should be kept in 

a safe place for future reference. All Bellini Appliances are for domestic use only. 

Warning 

General Safety 

• To protect against the risk of electric shock, DO NOT
IMMERSE any part of this appliance in water or any
other liquid or allow liquid to go into the cabinet and
get short/contact inner electrical parts, the power cord
must be plugged out before cleaning.

• This appliance is not intended for use by persons
(including children) with reduced physical, sensory
and mental capabilities, or lack of experience and
knowledge, unless they have been given supervision
or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a
person responsible for their safety.

• Children should be supervised to ensure that they do
not play with the appliance.

• Switch off the power outlet and remove the plug
before cleaning or when not in use. To unplug, grasp
the plug and pull from the power outlet. Never pull the
power cord. Never carry the appliance by the power
cord.

• Do not operate any appliance with a damaged power
cord or plug; or if the appliance malfunctions.

• Do not allow the power cord to hang over the edge of
a table or counter, or touch hot surfaces.

• Operate on a dry level surface; sinks, drainboards or
uneven surfaces must be avoided. Place the unit on a
level surface, the distance between it and its
background surrounding must be not less than 10cm

• Do not operate the unit on the gas stove or metal
surface to avoid any danger.

• Please do not place paper, cloth or other articles
under the bottom of the pan to get heated, to avoid
the danger of fire.

•

Do not place the unit on the cloth, carpet to avoid 
blocking the ventilation slots of device.

Do not cover ventilation slots with anything during 
cooking, otherwise it will cause danger.

•

Do not use this appliance for anything other than its 
intended use. This product is intended for household 
use only.

•

Do not use with an extension power cord.

•

Do not operate or place any part of the appliance on 
or near any hot surfaces (such as a hot gas or 
electric burner, or in a heated. 

•

The cooking zones will become hot when you cook. 

Therefore, always keep small children away from 

the appliance.

•

Allow to cool before cleaning or storing.

•

Do not use outdoors.

•

Store the unit indoors in a dry location

•

Do not attempt to repair, disassemble or modify the 
appliance. There are no user serviceable parts.

•

Do not operate under or near flammable materials, 
Such as curtains, Drapes and any other 
combustible materials.

•

The appliances are not intended to be operated by 
means of an external timer or separate remote-
control system.
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•

When disposing of the device, do  not bring it to regular municipal 
waste containers. Instead, bring it to electrical and electronic waste 
recycling and reuse center. A relevant label has been put on the 
device, its instructions manual, or the package. The device has been 
manufactured of recyclable material. By bringing old device to 
recycling collection center, you show that you care about nature. Ask 
your local environmental care authority for information on location 
of such facilities. 

 
Disposing Of The Device 
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Exhaust Vent Power Cord 

Ceramic Plate 

Product Configuration 

Hot pot Icon Fry Icon Stir fry Icon LED Display Soup Icon Porridge Icon Milk Icon 

Steam Icon Lock Icon Up/Down Adjustment Icons Time Icon On/Off Icon 

Control Panel 
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Safety Caution 

Warning :

If the surface is cracked, switch off the appliance to avoid the possibility of electric shock.

1. Metallic objects such as knives, forks, spoons and lids should not be placed on the hotplate since they can get hot.

2. Never touch the device and the power plug with wet hands.

3.
Do not connect the device to the same outlet with other devices, to reduce the risk and damage, this plug 

should be fit into an individual outlet. The rated electrical current is not less than 10A.

4.
Do not touch the plate while the unit is working, to avoid getting burned.

5. Do not move the induction hotplate during cooking or with hot cookware on top of it.

6. Do not place any empty containers on the device.

7. Please kindly avoid hitting the plate of the unit, in case of getting cracked, should turn off the unit and plug

out immediately, and then contact with service points of our company.

8. Do not cook with an empty cookware, it will cause malfunction or danger

9. Do not place any metal objects on the device.

10. Do not touch the control panel with any sharp implements.

11. Do not heat sealed food such as canned goods before opening their covers.

12. Never use the device when it does not function properly, shows damage or in case it was dropped.

13. Do not leave the device unsupervised during operation. Keep children and other incompetent persons as well as
persons under influence of drugs or alcohol away from the device.

14. Do not attempt to repair this appliance in the event of a failure.

15. Scientific tests have proven that induction hotplates do not pose a risk. However, persons with a pacemaker

should clear with their doctor whether to take care of some special handling advises.

 WARNING
If the power cord is damaged, the power cord must be replaced by the manufacturer, its service agent or 
similarly qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard.
This product has not been designed for any uses other than those specified in this booklet. 
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2. Product operating instructions

After inserting the plug into the socket, a “Beep” will emit and all the indicator lights and display will light up for 2
seconds, indicating the appliance in connection with a power source, known as standby mode. At this time, the

indicator of [On/Off] will flash. Place a suitable cookware on the center of the cooking zone. The display shows [ON]

when [On/Off] key is pressed once, the appliance goes to selection mode and the indicator above [On/Off] remains

light-up. Press the corresponding function keys to start operation. Stop the operation and switch to standby mode

by pressing [On/Off] key after cooking.

2. Cooking Mode

2.1 Hot Pot: Press [Hot pot] key and the indicator of [Hot pot] and [W] light up, display will show [2100] representing 

that the default power is 2100W. User can press [+] or [-] to adjust 8 power levels from 300W to 2100W. To cancel 

this mode, user can press other function keys or [On/Off] key to stop the operation. 

2.2 Fry: Press [Fry] key and the indicator of [Fry] and [℃] light up, display will show [200] representing that the 

default temperature is 200℃. User can press [+] or [-] to adjust 8 temperature levels from 60℃ to 240℃. To cancel 

this mode, user can press other function keys or [On/Off] key to stop the operation. 

2.3 Stir-fry: Press [Stir-fry] key and the indicator of [Stir-fry] and [W] light up, display will show [2100] representing 

that the default power is 2100W. User can press [+] or [-] to adjust 8 power levels from 300W to 2100W. To cancel 

this mode, user can press other function keys or [On/Off] key to stop the operation. 

2.4 Soup: Press [Soup] key and the indicator of [Soup] and [W] light up, display will show [AU] representing that the 

appliance works under default power level, where it can not be adjusted. To cancel this mode, user can press other 

function keys or [On/Off] key to stop the operation. 

2.5 Porridge: Press the [Porridge] key and the indicator of [Porridge] and [W] light up, display will show [AU] 

representing that the appliance works under default power level, where it can not be adjusted. To cancel this mode, 

user can press other function keys or [On/Off] key to stop the operation. 

2.6 Milk: Press [Milk] key and the indicator of [Milk] and [℃] light up, display will show [AU] representing the 

appliance works under default power level, where it can not be adjusted. To cancel this mode, user can press other 

function keys or [On/Off] key to stop the operation. 

2.7 Steam: Press [Steam] key and the indicator of [Steam] and [W] light up, display will show [0:30] representing that 

the appliance works under default power level, where it can not be adjusted. The default operation time is 30 

minutes. A “Beep” will emit, and the appliance will stop the operation and return to standby mode. To cancel this 

mode, user can press other function keys or [On/Off] key to stop the operation. 

3. Timer function (Only for mode Hop pot, Fry and Stir fry):

User can set the cooking time when power mode is selected. Press the [Time] key once to access the timer

function, the indicator will light up. Display will show [0:01], user can slide left or right to set the desired time, left for 

hour and right for minute. The time can be adjusted from 1 minute to 2 hours 59 minutes. After setting, user can 

press [Time] key once to confirm or wait until the display stop flashing. After the “Beep” signal, the appliance will stop 

the operation and change to standby mode automatically when the end of the countdown. To cancel this function, 

user can hold the [Time] key for 3 seconds. 
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4. Lock Function:

To activate the child lock, user can press the [Lock] icon. This will lock the appliance and no operation allowed

except [On/Off] key. Hold for 3 seconds to unlock. 

3. Selection of Cookware

3.1 Material required: 

 Steel, cast iron, enameled iron, stainless steel, flat-bottom pans/pots with bottom diameter from 12cm to 26cm.

 So suggest to use the required pot, do not try to use other pot instead (especially pressure sensors vessels.)

 

3.2 Please kindly according to the below requirement if necessary, to use the vessel is not equipped. 

 Pan/pot must be suitable for induction cooker.

 Pan/pot should be tried out if it is suitable/compatible for use, E1 error code does display if cookware material does
not meet above displayed criteria (E.g Stainless Steel pan with copper or aluminum base plate).

 Pan/pot must be flat and come with lids that have steam vents incorporated into the lid.

Magnetic stainless 

steel pan 

Stainless steel pot Cast Iron pan Magnetic stainless 

Iron pan 

Cast Iron fry pan
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4. Maintenance and Daily Care

1. Remove the power plug prior to cleaning the unit. Do not clean it until the surface cools down.

2. Glass plate, panel and the shell:

① Soft cloth for slight stain.

② For greasy, dirt, blot by using a clean damp cloth with neutral detergent.

3. When the appliance cooling fan operates, dust and dirt deposits around the vent holes on the back and right

hand side of the appliance, ensure that these vent holes are cleaned,

4. Remember do not wash the unit with water directly to avoid damaging.

5. To protect induction cooker, be sure to have a good contact between plug and socket before using.

6. Do not pull out the power cord directly during operation. To extend the appliance's using life, press the "ON/

OFF" button first, switch power OFF at power outlet and only then pull out power cord from power outlet.

7. After pressing the ON/OFF button to turn appliance OFF, the cooling fan will still operate to cool the appliance

down, only unplug appliance when fan has stopped and appliance has cooled down where it is safe to touch.

8. Please pull out the power cord and store appliance when not used for a long time.

5. Troubleshooting and Treatment

   During operations, if any error occurred, please check the following table before calling for service. Below are 

common errors and the checks to perform. 

Symptoms Check points Remedy 

After connecting the power 

and pressing the “power” 

key, the appliance has no 

response. 

Is the wall power outlet switched ON? Use after resuming the electricity. 

Is circuit breaker on fuse box switched OFF? Check the root causes carefully. If 

the problem cannot be fixed, please 
contact Consumer Service Hotline Is the plug connected firmly? 

Heating being interrupted in 

normal use and a “Beep” will 

be heard. 

Incompatible cookware or no cookware is 

used? E1 error message displayed.
Replace compatible cookware for 

the induction cooker. 

Is the cookware not considerably placed 

form the center of the heating zone? 

Place the cookware at the center of 

the defined heating zone. 

Is the cookware being heated but continually 

being removed? 

Place a cookware inside the heating 

zone. 

No operation during the 

heating being in use. 

Is the cookware empty or the temperature 

too high? 

Please check whether the appliance 

is being misused.   

Is the air intake/exhaust vent clogged or dirt 

has accumulated? 

Remove the stuff clogging the air 

intake/exhaust vent. Operate the 

appliance again after cooling down. 

Is the cooker working over 2 hours without 

any external instruction? 

Reset cooking modes or use timer 

function. 
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Error codes occur. E0 Internal circuit error 

E1 Without cookware or Incompatible 

cookware used 

E2 Internal overheat 

E3 Over-voltage 

E4 Under-Voltage 

E5 Top plate sensor open/short circuit 

E6 IGBT sensor open circuit/short circuit 

E7 Top plate overheat 

When showing error signal E1, E2 

and E7, please check whether the 

cookware is not suitable, or switch 

on the appliance again after it is 

cooled down naturally. When 

showing E0, E3-E6, Please 
contact Consumer Service Hotline

If the above remedies/controls can not fix the problem, unplug the appliance immediately, contact Contact  
Consumer Service Hotline 

6. Product Specifications

Model BPI2100

Rated Voltage 220-220V~50/60Hz 

Power 2100W 
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WARRANTY 

1.1 In this warranty: 

1.1.1 Australian Consumer Law means the law as set out in Schedule 2 of the Competition 

and Consumer Act 2010; 

1.1.2 Company means GSM Retail Australia Pty Ltd ABN 53 007 682 475 of 142-144 Fullarton Road,

Rose Park SA 5067. Telephone 1300 373 199. Email admin@gsmretailgroup.com
1.1.3 Consumer means a “consumer” as that term is defined in Section 3 of the Australian 

Consumer Law as the original purchaser of a Bellini product; 

1.1.4 Consumer Guarantees means the guarantees under the Australian Consumer  Law; 

1.1.5 You means the Consumer. 

1.2 Nothing in this warranty affects any person’s rights under the Australian Consumer Law. The benefits 

to any Consumer under this warranty are in addition to the rights and remedies available under any 

Consumer Guarantees. 

1.3 Subject to the other clauses of this warranty, the Company warrants to the Consumer that the 

Bellini product will be free of manufacturing defects and will perform to the Company’s 

specifications. 

1.4 The benefit of this warranty extends only to the Consumer as original purchaser of a Bellini product 

1.5 This warranty commences on the date of purchase of the Bellini product by the Consumer and 

continues for the benefit only of the Consumer until the expiry of two (2) year (Warranty

Period). 

1.6 If within the Warranty Period a manufacturing defect is discovered in the Bellini product or it fails to 

perform to the Company’s specifications as a result of some defect in materials, components or 

workmanship (Defect) then the Company will, at its option, supply a replacement Bellini product 

free of charge. A replacement Bellini product may differ from the original product purchased by the 

Consumer. 

1.7 This warranty will not apply to any Bellini product: 

1.7.1 

1.7.2 

1.7.3 

1.7.4 

1.7.5 

1.7.6 

Subjected to misuse, neglect, negligence or accidental damage; or 

Operated in any way contrary to any operating or maintenance instructions; or 

Improperly handled, installed or maintained; or 

Altered or modified prior to or after installation; or 

Damaged directly or indirectly by power surges, electrical storm damage or connection to 

incorrect power supply 

Industrial and or Commercial usage is inclusive of staff areas in office/ shop environments, 

hotel/ motel or other similar accommodation or rental type properties including Bed and 

Breakfast establishments. 

The Australian Consumer Law requires the inclusion of the following statement with this warranty: 

Our goods come with guaranteed that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are 

entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and for compensation for any other reasonably 

foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be 

of acceptable quality and the failure. 

IN ORDER TO MAKE A CLAIM UNDER THIS WARRANTY THE CONSUMER MUST CALL 1300 373 199 (AUSTRALIA)
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1.8 You must provide proof of your purchase of the Bellini product and the date of purchase in order 

  to  obtain the benefit of this warranty.
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DO NOT SEND IN THIS WARRANTY 

Fill out the following details and file with your purchase invoice. 

RETAIN & FILE WITH YOUR RECEIPT 

Your Purchase Receipt/Invoice is proof of date of purchase. 

GSM Retail Australia Pty Ltd reserves the right to discontinue items, modify designs and change specifications 

without incurring obligation. 

Whilst every effort is made to ensure that descriptions, specifications and other information in this publication is 

correct, no warranty is given in respect thereof and the company shall not be liable for any errors therein.

Purchased from: 

Co. Name: 

Address: 

Date of Purchase: 

Serial number: 

NOTE: Consistent with our continuing product development policy, improvements may have been 

made which render the contents of this packaging slightly different to that shown. 

FOR WARRANTY  CALL 1300 373 199 (AUSTRALIA)

                                          0800 764 912 (NEW ZEALAND)
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